CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1 Conclusions

In our daily communication, sometimes we hear or find some words that have metaphorical meaning. For example; the snake has two heads, the long hands, the mouth of the bottle, the teeth of a saw, bag of a chair and so forth. In the other word we can find the words of metaphors in books, magazines, newspapers, and some sources about metaphors. When a metaphor are mostly used as phrases and not as metaphors it is called dead metaphor but when a metaphor is an indirect metaphor where an implication to the whole is made so it is called implied metaphor. Common examples of this metaphor include “take off your hats it’s morning time” as dead metaphor and “he ruffled his feathers” as an implied metaphor.

However, metaphor is used for purely aesthetic reasons because the word of metaphor is natural word to expressing some object that have the deepest meanings. Metaphor is a figure of speech that is used to paint one concept with attributes normally associated with another. In relation with this research, metaphors are also found in a certain song for example in Bruno Mars’ songs. Even, in this song we can find more than one metaphor. Through the metaphors used, the composer want to imply certain or deepest meaning towards something. This is done by using certain thing like in this research used implied metaphors to find or analysis the metaphors.

In relation with this research, the song composer does not directly express his feeling but use the metaphorical meaning of song itself. Music is part of art include of melodies and rhyme created by people, if we follow the melodies well so we can enjoy with the music itself because
music have the big power to make the people enjoy. Most of the Bruno Mars’ songs themes are concern with love. This is caused by Bruno Mars’ fans are youngsters or teenagers.

Language is a tool of communication in daily life of society, includes Bruno Mars’ as a solo singer have his own way to express his opinions, ideas and feeling through the simple words but have implies biggest or deepest meaning. Take for example, in *our first time* lyrics the composer saying that the girl is satisfied one, Bruno Mars use metaphor in one of his songs by saying “*Oh girl you’re so delicious*”. It is simple but implies biggest and deepest meaning. Besides that, we do not need to talk about something and express our feeling in long sentence but simplify it by using metaphor. Through metaphors we can save our time, and energy.

Based on some songs of Bruno Mars’ above so it will be conclude that not all of Bruno Mars’ songs have metaphors, only some songs of Bruno Mars’ include of metaphors it consists of implied metaphor, dead metaphor, dormant metaphor, root metaphor and conceptual metaphor. Besides that, most of Bruno Mars’ songs almost found in implied metaphor and dead metaphor because in his songs he is used the simple metaphors but have the deepest and biggest meanings. Although most of metaphors are good to understand, there are some metaphors that are so abstract that they are difficult to comprehend for some people.

Metaphor is comparing one with the other but; certain things can be explained by understanding the meaning of metaphor itself. For example, when the composer says “I’m a monster but I’m no Frankenstein” so we can understand the meaning of sentence not based on the expression because the good metaphor helps to actualize the idea, interesting, and give the improving of our thought.

5.2 Suggestions
Metaphor is the one thing expression to express our idea, feeling and thought. It is can be interesting when we understand about the meaning of metaphor itself because when we understand the metaphorical meaning, so we get double function of metaphor at once. It is to make the ideas interesting by comparing the meaning and to variant the language which make the language have different color, taste and more vivid through the meaning used as implied metaphor. In addition, to understand the meaning of certain metaphor which used by the composer especially Bruno Mars’, it is necessary used the implied metaphor because as we know implied metaphor is used the meaning of metaphor or indirect metaphor.

Metaphor become interesting topic to discuss because we almost found the meaning of metaphor in our daily communication without realize or not. Afterwards, metaphors are also finding in poetry, magazine, newspaper, internet, and lyrics of songs. Hopefully, this research will be importance of metaphor towards language teaching and will be a meaningful resources or reference for the following research.